1. Attach Mounting Plate to Junction Box or Ceiling
2. Wire Transformer to Building (US: Black to Positive and White to Neutral)
3. Cut Cord to Desired Length and Pass Through Canopy. Wire Transformer to Lamp (US: Black to Braided and Red to Red)

NOTE: Purple and Grey Cords are used only with 0-10 V Dimmer Switch.
4. Tighten Set Screws on Cord Relief
5. Bring Canopy Up to Mounting Plate with Bolts Passing Through the Holes
6. Screw Both Caps Down, Securing the Canopy

IMPORTANT: We recommend ceiling mounting be installed by an electrician

ISABELLE IS A CLASS II FIXTURE. IT DOES NOT REQUIRE GROUNDING.

BULB TYPE
LED
FULL RANGE LIGHT CONTROL VIA 120V DIMMER (US)

BULB REPLACEMENT
CONTACT MANUFACTURER FOR BULB REPLACEMENT

LENGTH OF CORD SUPPLIED
8.9FT (2.7M)

CARE:
WIPE WITH A DRY CLEAN CLOTH. AVOID AMMONIA BASED CLEANERS.